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1

Wine Tourism Augmented reality taking a potential visitor on a Limited tour of the wine celler, showing him hard work and dedication put into wine making.
key sellery paht: we cannot transfer taste and smell for that "we have to stick to the old war, come enrich your senses"

2 Factory It could be used to show that the products are made by Socially Responsible Corporations.
3 Logistics using this technology we could get to know the reception so know it advance which are the passages for the check in or check out

4 Languages Use a hologram of a fake customer or meeting and practice the language. The teacher can use that to put a mark of our vocabulary and language 
skills.

5 Meeting We can use holograms, as students, when we have a conference going on in class, it would be fun to see the person talking to us in a hologram 
instead of via zoom or a normal video. Or, as a business, it could be useful to have a hologram of an angry customer to train employees.

6 NA I think it would be very useful to be able to see what is being explained, it would be much more visual and educational
7 Training AR could be used to show the steps needed to create a product or to offer a service.

8 Game Using this technology, we could avoid kids crying in the airplanes letting them play during the trip. They could interact with a game and, if they 
have fun with it. At the end of the trip, their parents would have the opportunity to buy that game.

9 history or geography We could use it in a history or geography subject to be able to see the stories or monuments that are being explained to us.

10 French speak directly with a french person in-situ with an hologram, add a properly environment or using ficticious objects to add in the conversation, 
develop different levels depending the student level

11 NA You could apply it in any kind of subject to have a visual support of what is being explained.

12

Intermediation

In intermediation, for example, you need to sign a lot ot contracts with your clients : hoteliers.
one useful thing will be to have a real contactin front ot you. knowing what are the important things to know in this paper. Like where are the 
policies for free children, the early birds, the discounts...
A hologram man can explain it or he can be even the hotelier and you can discuss the conditions with you.

13 AR When you are training and weald like to have a personal trainer you can have a virtual person. When you pant your camera at the workoout spot 
you trainer show yon instructions, and that you can see this from the side too

14 Cooking When you are cooking maybe you can choose a dish with a virtual chef showing you a certain recipe. So you point the camera in your kitchen 
when you want to cook.

15 Dive Simulator Dive simulator: learn how to dive i how to neart in case of emergency eg. Air Tank isn't functioning properly.
16 TIC Using 3D objects when visiting monuments or specific places in order to have a more realistic experience

17

2

TIC Really useful to have a chance of taking a look at hostile places: a volcano
18 360 Video Maybe if you go to a theme park it would be fun to move around in maybe see the roller coasters and everything
19 360 Video You can use this at a zoo, so people who can't go there can use this to see all the animales and get information of it.

20

Working Life

When you start a work, normally you go for a walk to get familiar with the place, And you must do it when the new job is in a hotel, since the main 
guestions in the check in are where is the pool, the bar...

So having a 3D video would be a good way to show the hotel to the new staff without losing so much time. it can also be useful for clients.

21 cultural heritage Use this technology to see the cathedrals, natural resources or a path in a touristic guide order to study them inside the class without the need of 
going on an excursion

22 Explore You can apply it on mobile devices so handicaped people can experience a part of the feeling that implies visiting some attractions that are not 
adapted for them.

23
Tourism 

Intermediation
When we talk about different types of tourism (urban, sun&beach, green tourism, dark tourism, sexual tourism) we could made a route of different 
destinations of any kind of them

24 Explore Using this technology we could let tourism students to visit directly the most beautiful and interesting hotels during the classes. This is also the 
same technology of Google Earth but indoor so, its potential is limitless. As we also saw with hotelverse.

25 Explore It would be useful before traveling to a place in particular, to explore it and take a look around.
26 We could use it in any workplace to be able to do training activities to train new workers that are not on-site.

27
i could apply this technology for example if i have to rebuild my old house so i can put furnitures in the house with measures and rearrange them 
and see how i like it better

28 Innovation It can be used to create a 3D model of a plane, so customers can easier select the seat they want to purchase.

29 explore It could be used to explain where emergency exits are in an hotel.
Or in immobiliary business, to check the building without the need to actually go there.

30

3

TIC Tailor-made houses, buildings, spaces at all levels
31 History in tourism You can reconstruct for ex ships titanic that was destroyed 
32 History in tourism You can use this to experience places that don't exist anymore that has been destroyed because of different things

33 Creation of events When you have event, and clients come to ask you what are the possibilities of the meeting room you con show them how it would look like to 
have the chairs in u form, or in classroom form... What will be the space the decoration. His a good way to sell events

34 Simulation When constructing a new hotel, restaurant... you can explore new materials and build it virtually to see how it would turn out.

35 Interior Designer It is a cheaper option than hiring an Interior Designer when you need to design a new type of room on a hotel.
And the customization is wider.

36 Designer It could be used to plan how an hotel could be built before starting, or the viability of a furniture before developing it
37 We could use this to create a hotel reception in order to learn how do attach guest's attention or innovate an olg tourism office

38 space We can actually use this technology in every areas of tourism. We can use this technology to rearrange the way seats are placed in airplanes, 
ships or trains in order to avoid wasting space that could have been used in a better way.

39
Marketing/Quality/Fin

ance
We could use this tool to promote a 2 star hotel room in a luxury hotel room using different options and changing parts on it with some limits or an 
specific budget

40
Ir could be used before the construction of an hotel or any other building related to tourism, so customers could have a preview of the building and 
give theor feedback.

41
Explore

This technology could be used by guests when choosing a hotel room and comparing the different rooms and complements offered by a hotel. 
The customer could mix and match by changing the size of the bed, adding windows, adding a balcony... Thus, he could decide which room he 
wants

42

4

Apply it on Hotel websites so you can have a view of the different rooms they offer instead of looking at static pictures.

43
A kind of hotel showcase could be created for a destination. The tourist could click on the facades of the hotels to enter and explore it. Once he 
has finished exploring intensively, he can decide for sure which establishment he prefers.

44 Before booking a hotel, it would be nice to have this kind of technology, to actually see where you are going to stay.
45 Preview the spots that travelers want to see before going their trip

46
This technology could be very useful for a Country. Imagine if a tourist could use this technology clicking in the website of a Country (or a city) and 
there, he has the opportunity to visit all the museums in order to choose which one he will go to visit with his families.



47
4 We could use this technology to create a Lobby of an specific destination decorated with things of its culture, and use the portals to explain the 

process or the activities that a tourist can do in that destination with videos and landscapes
48 TIC For instance, to have the possibility to relieve a football match from your house
49 maybe in live a museum to show and explain things that doesn't exist anymore too have hologram guides for example

50 TRIP You can use this to get prepared for different things. Ex. guided tour to climb the mont know what to expect and what you have to prepare for the 
real trip

51
Geography

One typical exam in the subject of geography is to recognize different cities with photos instead ot photos we could use this tecnology. Having 
some portals to some cities to recognize them. the hologram man can have some options ot the countries that it could be or he can tell you a little 
bit ot history ot the country you visit after you guess which is.


